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wit] ÛIm]¤g]v]t]/g]It]]s¶ [p]in]S]ts¶
b—Àiv]Dy]]y]]\ y]og]x]]sˆo ÛI¿ëSN]]j]*un] s}\v]]de
r]j] iv]§õ] r]j] g¶Áõ yçg]o n]]m]
n]v]m]oDy]]y]:
B]i• y]og],

as unfolded by Sri Krishna in this and the last two chapters, is an

¿m]* y]og], Dy]]n] y]og], B]i• y]og], $]]n] y]og] and all
associated y]og] s into one all-inclusive B]i• y]og] in the pursuit of p]rmoÃv]r, in the
pursuit of Ûoy]s]/, m]oX]. Calling attention to the glory of such B]i• y]og], B]g]v]]n]/ tells
extraordinary integration of

Arjuna, and indeed all of us:

¿Ontoy] p—it]j]]n]Iih n] mo B]•: p—N]Sy]it] }||
¿Ontoy] – O! Arjuna
p—it]j]]n]Iih – please know this for certain
Bhagvat Gita
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n] mo B]•: p—N]Sy]it] - mo B]•: n] p—N]Sy]it] - My B]• never perishes, never gets
destroyed, never gets degraded. Whatever p—]rbD] ¿m]* »l] a B]• may have to
experience in life, under varying circumstances and whatever obstacles he may have to
face from time to time, he never gets destroyed or degraded, which means he will never
be bound to du:K] and s}}]\s]]r, ¿m]* and j]nm] for ever. B]i• y]og] will uplift him from all

p]rmoÃv]r and
message of Sri Krishna to every WÃv]r B]•.

obstacles, and he will reach

gain

m]oX].

That is certain. That is the

In different words, Sri Krishna has given this message before, and he concludes His
teachings also (in chapter 18) with the same message, which shows the importance of
this message to every WÃv]r B]•.
We may recall that in chapter 6 on Dy]]n]

y]og], B]g]v]]n]/ tells Arjuna

p]]T]* nOvoh n]]m¶ˆ] iv]n]]x]st]sy] iv]Dy]to |
n]ih ¿ly]]N]¿ët]/ ¿iºt]/ dug]*it} t]]t] g]cCit] ||

6 – 40

Addressing Arjuna in an affectionate and reassuring manner (as t]]t] – son), Sri Krishna
says:

n] Av] wh n] a]m¶ˆ] iv]n]]x]: t]sy] iv]Dy]to

– certainly, neither in this world (while one

lives), nor in one’s world after death, there is any destruction or degradation for my

B]•

D]In] j]nm] p—]ipt] – getting a lower
state of birth in one’s next birth. That will never happen for an WÃv]r B]•.
ih – because
¿ly]]N]¿ët]/ ¿iºt]/ – for the person who does any auspicious action, any good action in
the pursuit of p]rmoÃv]r, whoever that person may be, whatever that good action, big or
small, so long as the person does that action with Û£] and B]i• – faith and devotion, as
WÃv]r a]r]D]n] ¿m]* – as an act of worship of p]rmoÃv]r
dug]*it} n] g]cCit] - that person does not go into the path of degradation. The doer of
good never comes to grief. That is the glory of B]i• y]og].
– My devotee. Destruction after death simply means

Again, talking about ¿m]*
Bhagvat Gita
Chapter 9
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sv]lp}]\ aip] asy] D]m]*sy] ˆ]]y]to m]ht]o B]y]]t]/
“If this ¿m]* y]og] D]m]*, which is also
from great fears in life”.

2 – 40

B]i• y]og], is lived even a small bit, it protects you

¿m]* y]og] as WÃv]r B]i•, by its very nature is m]oX] s]]D]n]\, and it is auto catalytic, which
means even a bit of it helps you gain more of it, and consequently, helps you gain more
peace, more prosperity and more happiness, all in this very life. Therefore, neither in this
world while one lives, nor in one’s world thereafter, is

m]oX], who seeks p]rmoÃv]r with
Û£] and B]i• – with faith and devotion. Such is the glory of B]i• y]og].
there any loss or degradation for the one who strives for

Again, in chapter 18, Sri Krishna concludes his

g]It]op]dex]

teachings on

b—Àiv]§−

and

y]og] x]]sˆ] with these words of assurance to Arjuna who is His B]• – His devotee.
ah\ tv]] s]v]* p]]poB]y]o m]oX]iy]Sy]]im] m]] x]uc]: ||

18 – 66

I will uplift you from all obstacles in your pursuit of m]oX]. Do not grieve, do not despair.
All these assurances of Sri Krishna reinforce what he says here

n] mo B]•: p—N]xy]it] - My B]• never perishes, never gets destroyed or degraded, in the
pursuit of p]rmoÃv]r. The glory of B]i• y]og] is even more:
Through B]i• y]og], p]rmoÃv]r can be reached, which means m]oX] can be gained by any
person irrespective of one’s parentage and irrespective of any natural disadvantages or
advantages one may be born with. The opportunity to reach p]rmoÃv]r, the opportunity to

gain m]oX] through
exception.

B]i• y]og]

is open to every

j]Iv]

– every human being, without

This is how Sri Krishna presents this message:

m]}}]\ ih p]]T]* vy]p]]iÛty] yo%ip] sy¶: p]]p]y]on]y]: |
isˆ]y]o vOxy]]st]T]] x]U¨]: t]e%ip] y]]int] p]r}]\ g]it}]m]/ ||

9 - 32

i¿\ p¶n]b—*ÀN]}]: p¶Ny]]: B]•]: r]j]S]*y]st]T]]
ain]ty]\ as¶K}]\ l]o¿\ wm]\ p—]py] B]j]sv] m]]\ ||

9 - 33
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p]]T]* – O! Arjuna. You must know this clearly. What?
yo -Those people, whoever they are
m]}}]\ vy]p]]iÛty] means m]}}]\ a]Ûy]tvon] g³hItv]] – holding on to me, the p]rmoÃv]r, as the
Alter of their surrender, holding on to Me as their only a]Ûy], which means, having their
mind and b¶i£ totally released from any sense of dependence on anything other than
p]rmoÃv]r and, so released, holding on to Me with the firm conviction that p]rmoÃv]r is the
only means for reaching p]rmoÃv]r. In other words, being firmly committed to reaching
p]rmoÃv]r, and hence being in a perpetual state of B]i•y]og], whoever they are, all of
them

p]r}]\ g]it}]m]/ y]]int] – reach the Supreme Goal of Life, reach p]rmoÃv]r, gain m]oX]

– gain

Total Fulfillment in life
ih – indeed, it is certain
Whoever they are means whoever they are, without exception.

yo aip] sy¶: p]]p]y]on]y]: - even though they may be p]]p]y]on]y]:. p]]p]y]on]y]: means
p]]p]j]nm]]n]:. p]]p]j]nm]]n]: generally refers to people, indeed all living beings whose births
are associated with some p]]p]: or duK]: – improper conduct, sorrow or distress or
unhappiness, and/or some bodily defects or degradations of some kind. For want of a
better expression, p]]p]y]on]y]: may be understood here simply as people of

disadvantageous birth. B]g]v]]n]/ says:

Even such p]]p]y]on]y]: – people of disadvantageous birth

m]}}]\ vy]p]]iÛty] t]e aip] y]]int] p]r}]\ g]it}]m]/ – by being firmly committed to reaching
p]rmoÃv]r and remaining in a perpetual state of B]i• y]og], which means doing every ¿m]*
as WÃv]r a]r]D]n] ¿m]*, as an act of worship of p]rmoÃv]r, with p—s]]d b¶i£, they also reach
the Supreme Goal of Life, they also gain m]oX]. Similarly,
isˆ]y]: vOxy]]:t]T]] x]U¨]: – women, vaiysyas and sudras alike
m]}}]\ vy]p]]iÛty] t]e aip] y]]int] p]r}]\ g]it}]m]/ - by being firmly committed to reaching
p]rmoÃv]r and remaining in a perpetual state of B]i• y]og], they also gain m]oX] – total
fulfillment in life.
So says Sri Krishna
Bhagvat Gita
Chapter 9
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Now, we must understand Sri Krishna’s statement properly. Why does B]g]v]]n]/ lump
together people of disadvantageous birth, women, vaiysyas and sudras? What do they
have in common? Why refer to them in particular? Please listen.
What they have in common is the enormous magnitude of difficulties and barriers of
various kinds that they have to endure and overcome, before they could totally commit
themselves to the pursuit of m]oX]. For example, people of disadvantageous birth have to
overcome extraordinary social physical and emotional barriers, even to adjust
themselves to function in society normally, before they can turn their mind and b¶i£ to the
pursuit of m]oX]. Again, women, by nature, are committed to motherhood and all that it
implies. It is indeed extraordinarily difficult to integrate the demands of commitment to
motherhood with those of total commitment to the pursuit of

m]oX].

Again, the natural

mental dispositions of Vaisyas and Sudras are governed predominantly by the

m]]y]]

of rj]s]/ and t]m]s]/, and t]m]s]/ and rj]s]/ respectively. It would require
extraordinary efforts on their part to transform such mental dispositions into one
governed by predominantly s]tv] g¶N], which is necessary to uplift themselves to total

g¶N]s

commitment to the pursuit of m]oX]

Yet, we know, that throughout the ages, there have existed, there exist even today, very
many such extraordinary people, who have successfully risen above apparently
insurmountable difficulties and barriers, and have become saints and inspiring WÃv]r

B]•s, in the pursuit of m]oX]. By calling attention to such people in particular, B]g]v]]n]/ is
paying a special tribute to their wisdom and tenacity, which should serve as an
inspiration to all humanity striving for spiritual progress.
Thus, even people who have to start life with severe disadvantages, do gain
through B]i•

m]oX]

y]og]. When that is the case

i¿\ p¶n]b—]*ÀN]}]: p¶Ny]]: B]•]: – what to talk of b—]ÀN]}]: s, who are p¶Ny] y]on]y]: – who are
born with distinct advantages in terms of culture, attitude, etc., and who are also
naturally endowed with a mental disposition, appropriate for WÃv]r B]•s

t]T]] - so also
i¿\ p¶n]: r]j]S]*y]: p¶Ny]]: B]•]: - what to talk of r]j] ~S]Is – royal saints, meaning
X]iˆ]y]s, born in enlightened royal families, who are also p¶Ny] y]on]y]:, who are born with
Bhagvat Gita
Chapter 9
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b—Àiv]§− and who
are also naturally endowed with the mental disposition appropriate for WÃv]r B]•s.
distinct advantages in terms of opportunities for getting educated in

What about such b—]ÀN]}]:s and X]iˆ]y]s? Sri Krishna says:

m]}}]\ vy]p]]iÛty] t]e aip] y]]int] p]r}]\ g]it}]m]/ – By being firmly committed to the pursuit of
p]rmoÃv]r, and by being established in B]i• y]og], they also reach the Supreme Goal of
Life, they also gain m]oX].
That means, irrespective of one’s parentage or station in life, anyone can reach

p]rmoÃv]r, anyone can gain m]oX], provided one is totally committed to
p]rmoÃv]r, and firmly established in B]i• y]og]. Therefore, B]g]v]]n]/ says

the pursuit of

ain]ty]\ as¶K}]\ l]o¿\ wm]\ p—]py]
wm]\ l]o¿\ - wm]\ m]n¶Sy] l]o¿\ - wm]\ m]n¶Sy] x]rIr\
ain]ty]\ as¶K}]\ - This human body, even though it is ain]ty]\, it is only transient, it is only
temporary, and as¶K}]\ – it is not always happy or comfortable. Still, this human body is a
great blessing for experiencing all the p¶ÎS]]T]*s of life, all fulfillments in life. Therefore
wm]\ l]o¿\ p—]py] – having been fortunate enough to be born in this world, with this human
body, do not fritter it away, do not waste it. Make use of it effectively to gain the highest
p¶ÎS]]T]* of life, to gain total fulfillment in life, which means make use of it for reaching

p]rmoÃv]r for gaining m]oX].
What should I do in this world with this physical body in order to reach p]rmoÃv]r, in order
to gain m]oX] – total fulfillment in life? B]g]v]]n]/ says

B]j]sv] m]]\ - Worship me, seek me, the p]rmoÃv]r. Commit yourself totally to the pursuit
of p]rmoÃv]r. Establish yourself firmly in B]i• y]og] in the pursuit of p]rmoÃv]r. Anything
less does not befit you, O! Arjuna.
B]j]sv] m]]\ - Worship Me, seek Me, the

p]rmoÃv]r, means what? How exactly should I

seek p]rmoÃv]r?

B]g]v]]n]/ says:
Bhagvat Gita
Chapter 9
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m]nm]n]] B]v] m]¤•o m]§−j]I m]]\ n]m]s¿÷Î
m]]\ Av] ASy]is] y¶ktvOv]\ a]tm]]n]\ m]tp]r]y]N]: ||

9 - 34

m]nm]n]] B]v], m]¤•o B]v], m]§−j]I B]v], m]]\ n]m]s¿÷Î - That is B]i• y]og] in its entirety. That
is p]rmoÃv]r B]j]n} – worship of p]rmoÃv]r. That is how one uses the blessings of one’s
human body to worship p]rmoÃv]r.
Sri Krishna has told all this before in detail. Here he gives the same message again in an
extraordinary succinct manner, indistinguishably integrating ¿m]* y]og], Dy]]n] y]og], B]i•

y]og], #]]n] y]og] and all associated y]og] s into one all inclusive B]i• y]og] in the pursuit of
p]rmoÃv]r, in the pursuit of m]oX] – total fulfillment in life. This is That All-inclusive B]i•
y]og].
m]nm]n]] B]v] - Be in Dy]]n] y]og] at all times, under all circumstances. Dy]]n] y]og] means
du:K] s}}]\y]og] iv]y]og]: (6 – 23) - dissociation from association with any kind of du:K] –
sorrow or distress. Such dissociation is accomplished through iv]vo¿ b¶i£. The iv]vo¿
b¶i£ here is ah\ as}]\g]: – I am unbound, which means I, The Self - a]tm]],

which exists independent of one’s likes, dislikes, hopes, fears, etc, that pure I, the Self,
is as}]\g]: -Unbound. That is knowledge. That knowledge brings about realization that in

a]tm]], is really not connected to anything. With
that realization, concentrate your mind and b¶i£ on yourself – the a]tm]], as subject, and
spite of all apparent associations, I the

not as an object. By such concentration, one progressively enters into a process of selfenquiry leading ultimately to self-discovery

(¿Qo

3 – 9 to 14), namely that one’s

as}]\g]

a]tm]] is also The a]tm]] – The self of all beings, and that as}]\g] a]tm]] is indeed the Allpervading p]rmoÃv]r, already in oneself as Oneself Itself.
m]nm]n]] B]v] is being in such perpetual state of Dy]]n] y]og]. Simultaneously,

m]¤•o B]v] - Be My B]•, be a devotee of p]rmoÃv]r, which means cultivate p]rm] p—em]
sv]Ðp], p]UN]* #]]n] sv]Ðp], an]ny] WÃv]r B]i•, through ¿m]* y]og] b¶i£, s]v]* ¿m]*»l] ty]]g]
b¶i£, WÃv]r a]r]D]n] b¶i£ and p—s]]d b¶i£, which means cultivate absolute love and
devotion for p]rmoÃv]r, rooted in b—À #]]n}]\, realizing That p]rmoÃv]r is v]]s¶dev] - one’s own
Bhagvat Gita
Chapter 9
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¿m]* as service to That p]rmoÃv]r
already in oneself, with the attitude of total renunciation of ¿m]*»l], and do every ¿m]* as
WÃv]r a]r]D]n] ¿m]*, as worship of p]rmoÃv]r with p—s]]d b¶i£, welcoming the results of
one’s ¿m]* as the very grace of p]rmoÃv]r, as the blessings from p]rmoÃv]r. That is what
being an WÃv]r B]• means. Simultaneously,
– one’s own Innermost Self. Do every

m]§−j]I B]v] – do every ¿m]* as y]#] ¿m]*, recognizing y]#]ovO iv]SN¶:, which means every
component, every aspect of every y]#] ¿m]* is indeed p]rmoÃv]r Itself. Therefore, be one
for whom all y]#] ¿m]* are for gaining p]rmoÃv]r only, nothing else and nothing less.
p]rmoÃv]r is through ant]: ¿rN] x¶i£ – purification of mind and clarity of b¶i£.
Therefore, be one for whom all y]#] ¿m]*s – all rituals, prayers, bhajans, etc. are only for
gaining ant]: ¿rN] x¶i£ , nothing else. Simultaneously,
m]]\ n]m]s¿÷Î – Do n]m]s¿]r to Me the p]rmoÃv]r. Doing n]m]s¿]r to anyone is a matter of
recognition and appreciation. Doing n]m]s¿]r to p]rmoÃv]r is WÃv]r dx]*n}, which is sv]
a]tm]] dx]*n} - seeing p]rmoÃv]r is really seeing Oneself.
Therefore, recognize and appreciate p]rmoÃv]r in yourself as yourself itself by
surrendering your notions of Doership and Enjoyership at the alter of p]rmoÃv]r already
in yourself. Recalling what we have already read in ¿Qop]in]S]t]/
Gaining

(¿Qõõ 4 – 12, 13), recognition of

p]rmoÃv]r
perpetual state of contemplation on b—Àn]/ .
¾ as

a¯uSq m]]ˆ] ¼t]/ p¶NzrI¿\

in oneself as Oneself Itself is being in a

– as thumb-size full bloom lotus flower already in one’s

heart space, revealing a]tm]] – the Self as a]n]nd

¾
¾
¾

sv]Ðp] b—Àn]/
as jy]oit]: wv] aD]Um]¿: – as flame without smoke, as #]]n]dIp]\ – revealing a]tm]] –
The Self as #]]n] sv]Ðp]-ic]t]/ sv]Ðp] b—Àn]/
as s] Av] aDy]: s] [ Ãv]: – as b—Àn]/ already existing now and will continue to exist tomorrow, revealing a]tm]] – The Self as s]ty] sv]Ðp] b—Àn]/ and
as B]Ut]B]vy]sy] Wx]]n]: - as the Lord of the past, present and the future, revealing
a]tm]] the Self as p]rmoÃv]r itself.
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Surrendering one’s notions of Doership and enjoyership to that

x]rN]]g]it] – total surrender to p]rmoÃv]r. Therefore,
m]]\ n]m]s¿÷Î

– Do

n]m]s¿]r

to Me, the

p]rmoÃv]r,

p]rmoÃv]r is p]UN]* WÃv]r

means being always in a state of

contemplation indicated above, cultivate the attitude of

p]UN]* WÃv]r x]rN]]g]it]

– total

surrender to p]rmoÃv]r, already in yourself as yourself itself.

m]nm]n]] B]v], m]¤•o B]v], m]§−j]I B]v], m]]\ n]m]s¿÷Î together constitute the Allinclusive B]i• y]og]. Such B]i• y]og] is the y¶i• – the unique technique for reaching
b—Àn]/. Such B]i• y]og] is the t]p]s]/ which Lord v]ÎN] asked B³g¶ to do, by saying
Thus

t]p]s]] b—À iv]ij]#]]s]sv] t]p]o b—À wit]
in the Taittriya Upanishad - “By continuing your

t]p]s]/,

gain knowledge of

yourself, beyond any doubt. Such t]p]s]/ will surely take you to

b—Àn]/,

by

b—Àn]/ ”.

b—Àn]/, through such All-inclusive B]i• y]og] a person gains ant]: ¿rN]
x¶i£ with a mind and b¶i£ naturally directed towards p]rmoÃv]r and ultimately
recognizes That p]rmoÃv]r in oneself Itself. Communicating this message, Sri Krishna
Through such

tells Arjuna:

m]]mov] ASy]is] y¶ktvOv]\ a]tm]]n]\ m]tp]r]y]N]:
y¶ktv]] a]tm]]n]\ Av}]\ -

Having prepared oneself, one’s body, mind and intellect in this

manner, which means having established oneself in the all-inclusive B]i• y]og]
described above, any person naturally becomes
m]tp]r]y]N]: – one for whom I am the ultimate goal, the Supreme Goal, the only Goal.
That being so, O! Arjuna, by establishing yourself in the all-inclusive B]i•

m]]\ Av] ASy]is]
yourself.
yourself.

y]og]

a]tm]]n]\ Av] ASy]is] – you will come to Me, you will come to
Because I am the a]tm]] of all beings, coming to me means recognizing
When you recognize yourself, you recognize p]rmoÃv]r. Reaching p]rmoÃv]r,

Bhagvat Gita
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you reach yourself. Reaching yourself, you reach
glory of B]i•

y]og].

So saying, Sri Krishna concludes this 9th chapter of

r]j] g¶Áõ yçg].

Bhagvat Gita
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